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ABSTRACT
Airbase, airport, MRO Centre and office facilities share one touch challenge; keeping high security, cost and labor 
efficiency, sustainability and comfort levels without making compromising decisions on any of these pillars.

The integration of biometrics and a single orchestration platform presents a world of new opportunities in 
facilitation and access to secure facilities or to specific areas using face recognizing and associated profile access. 
It also personalizes the experience through customer dedicated interactive media displays, greeting employees 
or customers by name, adjust offices to personalized illumination, thermal comfort and workstation settings.

The key enablers of the Vision-Box Mobile ID Technology, Iot-ready devices, identity virtualization, and insightful 
analytics platforms build solid, biometric-based foundations and bring ”Smart” into Airbase.

Fabrice’s background and knowledge extends to aerospace engineering, digital and 
airlines. He brings to Proudfoot over 20 years of Business Development across diverse 
industries. He graduated with a Bachelor of Business Administration and holds an 
Advanced Industrial Marketing Strategy designation from INSEAD. 

Through Fabrice’s interest and pursuance of passenger experience improvement, seamless 
travel enhancement with digital solutions, he found home at Vision-Box.

With Vision-Box, Fabrice helps Airports and Airlines embraces a modern vision of the airport 
where the passenger journey is automated through contactless biometric identification 
systems, airport management is characterized by multi-source data stream orchestration, 
and data-informed collaborative decisions are made at the distance of a click.

Taking advantage of a comprehensive identity management record of accomplishment and of proven 
technological advancements, Vision-Box™ is introducing to the marketplace an end-to-end passenger-centric 
airport system based on robust future-proof common-use solutions.

Some of the clients he has worked with include Singapore Airlines Engineering Company for their digital 
transformation, Air New Zealand for their self-service strategy with rebranding their CUSS check-in applications, 
Cathay Pacific customer experience, Changi Airport with the deployment of self-service check-in white label 
application increasing the utilisation of their current assets.

Military by education, he graduated as a sergeant at the National Active Non-Commissioned Officers School of 
Saint Maixent (France) and completed years later in Singapore - an executive education program on Advanced 
Industrial Marketing Strategy AIMS at INSEAD (Singapore). He also took a certified training course in general 
airline industry knowledge with Air Business Academy (subsidiary of Airbus).

His professional affiliations and memberships include 15 years with the French Malaysian Chamber of Commerce 
(CCI-FM), where he currently serves as Honorary Vice President. To keep up physically as well as technically with 
latest defence best practises, he also serves in the French national guard with the rank of Major.

Fabrice resides in Kuala Lumpur with his two children. In his spare time, he enjoys hiking and share the same 
passion as most Asian… eating! Foodies by passion and cook to relax.
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